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Magnolia State Archaeological Society
Winners—Brookhaven Show, April 12

Burt Duncan
1st—Featured Point Type
(Evans)

Jack Schafer
Best Educational Display
2nd—Bone, Stone, & Other

Bill Breidinger
Best of Show

Bill Breidinger
2nd—Featured Point Type

Rob Odell
2nd—Best Recent Find
1st—Stone, Bone, & Other

Harold Huhn
1st—Best Recent Find
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Magnolia State Archeological Society
Winners—Tupelo Show, June 27

Andy Odom
1st—Featured Point Type

John McCurdy
Best of Show

Michael Estes
1st—Best Recent Find

Herbert Davis
2nd—Best Recent Find

Bert Bryant
1st—Stone, Bone, & Other
2nd—Featured Point Type

Mike Ables
Best Educational Display
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Photos from the Tupelo Show, June 27
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TECHNIQUES FOR FIELD HUNTING

Submitted by Rob O’Dell

I found my first arrowheads in the cotton fields of Huntsville, Alabama when I was 12 years
old. Since then I have spent hundred of hours hunting agriculture fields. Although other types of
surface collecting may be superior for quality of materials found, I still enjoy hunting the tilled
fields the most.
For most of the decades that the hobby of arrowhead collecting has endured, field hunting
was the way that collections were built. While decreased farming, changes in agricultural methods,
and the shift to other avenues of artifact hunting, have drastically reduced the percentage of quality
pieces found hunting plowed fields, collecting the old fashioned way remains the mainstay of
many.
This article will deal with hunting techniques, not with issues relating to permission to hunt
fields or laws relating to trespass and antiquities. It is enough to say that following the law, and
getting permission to hunt private fields, are essential to relaxed and effective hunting. Having fun
is what field hunting is all about!
It is probably best not to even bother with no till or limited till fields. I find that throughout
Mississippi there is a good mix of crop land that is under “no till” and that still plowed traditionally. Many thousands of acres remain under the plow. Even the no till fields are occasionally
turned over.
In order to locate fields to hunt, a good start is Google Earth or Bing Earth. Look for plowed
fields that are near the confluence of streams, preferably near where a creek runs into a river or larger creek. The first “high” ground near such confluence is a good prospect for an Indian site. You
can then move further up or down stream, or alternately start there and work toward where the
streams meet. Sandy, well drained, soils are usually best.
The field hunter is not looking for arrowheads so much as he is looking for flakes of chert,
called debitage. There are ordinarily dozens or hundreds of such flakes in a field to each point or
other artifact. Artifacts in plowed fields are exposed by rainfall; therefore, in the race to hunt commonly known sites, it is important to be there first after each heavy rainfall. The best time of year
to hunt is when crops are just sprouted, or at least still small enough to allow for easy passage
down the rows. However, there are usually several opportunities to hunt your fields in the various
states of cultivation. All you need is clear soil and rain, although crop rows certainly improve
chances.
With just a little experience, the field hunter will learn how to quickly evaluate the potential
of a field by walking just the higher ground nearest the stream. Ordinarily if you don’t find (con’t)

Next Show: Saturday, October 17
Crossroads Arena, Corinth, MS
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flakes within a few minutes, the field is of limited (or virtually no) potential. Conversely, if you
find debitage, just keep hunting and you will nearly certainly find points.
I don’t believe in “hunted out” fields. Even fields that have been hunted for decades still
produce a keeper or two every now and then. Personally, I hunt several rows, 3 to 5 with each
pass down a crop row; it depends upon row width and crop height. It is important to keep moving and much of the higher ground (and center of the site) as you can. Always hunt the best areas
first!
One trick that I have learned is to walk out a little further from the productive looking portions of the site than you think that most hunters would have gone. That way you have a chance
to find artifacts that earlier hunters missed because they were concentrating on the “best” area.
I suggest using a “flippin’ stick” with some type of metal tip; a golf club shaft works well.
Your flippin’ stick will let you know immediately whether the thing that you touch is stone or just
a leaf, and you’ll flip out arrowheads that you never dreamed were points. Check everything that
looks out of the ordinary. Some artifacts, especially hard-stone pieces, will often look like modern
made things in the ground. Once again, your flippin’ stick is an essential tool!
I like to walk virtually an entire “site”. If walking with a friend, you can skip the number of
rows at the ends to allow for your partner to get the ones that you don’t cover. Hunting with a
friend is more fun, but I do most of my hunting alone (with just a Pomeranian) and you should
too, even if just because you’ll do a lot more of it.
Most of the best points are found not on the habitation site, but in adjoining areas where
less debitage is found. Such, usually isolated, finds are there because they were lost foraging, and
are therefore often in pristine condition as opposed to broken bases and worn out and failed points
that are commonly found on the main site area. All of this means that you should branch out a bit
from the center of the habitation site, at least to the extent that those adjacent areas are well
drained.
Things you should carry: water, and lots of it; a cell phone with a camera and/or a video
camera to take in situ pictures of your finds, a pocket knife, and some pieces of cloth or tissue paper to wrap points in so that several can go in a pocket without damage. It is best to wear a good
wide brimmed hat to keep the sun off of your face and neck, and shoes or boots that cover the ankle to provide support and keep the dirt out of your shoes. Pretty much everything here applies
equally well to timber clear cuts.
There really isn’t a lot more to it than that. Don’t expect to find something decent on every
trip, or even anything at all. It is enough to remember that you can’t find anything sitting on your
couch; so give the fields a try a few times each year. Good Luck!
Rob O’Dell
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RECENT FINDS
Recent Find: Greenbriar
Bo Ferguson
Tuscaloosa Gravel Formation
Local Gravel Chert
Length: 2 3/4 inches

Recent Find: Benton 5
Bo Ferguson
Tuscaloosa Gravel Formation
Local Gravel Chert
Length: 5 inches

Recent Find: Pickwick
Bobby Butler
Northeast Mississippi

Recent Find: Clovis
Herbert Davis
Northeast Mississippi

Recent Find: Ponchartrain
Bo Ferguson
Length: 3 1/2 inches
NE Mississippi Find

“Great Spirit, grant that I may not criticize my neighbor
until I have walked a mile in his moccasins.”
Great American Plains Proverb
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MSAS MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Please enroll me as a member of the Magnolia State Archaeological Society
Please select a membership package below:
_____ $24.00 Premium 1 Year Membership. Includes the CSAS and MSAS
Newsletter (published quarterly).
_____ $10.00 Basic 1 Year Membership. MSAS membership only.

Name:
Address:
City / State / Zip Code:
Phone Number:
Email Address:
Send this form & payment to:

Frank Robison
95 Losher St.
Hernando, MS 38632
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